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A B S T R A C T

Previous literature has focused on the economic drivers of efficiency to enhance port cooperation. This paper
examines under which conditions port cooperation is successful or unsuccessful through a management lens
using Axelrod's theory of the evolution of cooperation. Using content analysis methodology, we explore the case
of the year 2001 failed merger of the Ports of Houston and Port of Galveston which continues to plague business
between these two ports. We find that port characteristics drive port cooperation not merely economic effi-
ciency. The characteristics that enhance cooperation include direct competition between the potential co-
operating ports, similar size of each and economic rationality in the decision making to merge rather than
political or social drivers. Further, we see that non-cooperation or a failed merger is not necessarily a bad result
for each port. The failure may force each port to behave more strategically, which can enhance performance. In
the case of the Ports of Houston and Port of Galveston, the failed merger serves as a wake-up call to differentiate
the mix of customers served.

1. Introduction

The idea of cooperation among firms has been described theoreti-
cally through game theory and the art of cooperation paradigm
(Axelrod, 1984; Gharehgozli, de Koster, & Jansen, 2017). Generally,
cooperation is enhanced when there is market failure or “imperfect”
competition (Axelrod, 1984). However, market failure is not always the
driving force. Conditions for cooperation as described here do drive the
success of cooperation.

All ports do not provide all services. An industry adage says, “If you
have seen on port you have seen one port.” (Edmonds, 2011). There-
fore, port cooperation may occur based on location rather than on
factors of ‘imperfect’ competition. For example, port cooperation has
occurred in closely located ports such as Tacoma and Seattle in the USA
(Fleming, 1983, 1989; Knatz, 2017) and Malmö and Copenhagen in
Europe (De Langen & Haezendonck, 2012; Grossi & Thomasson, 2015;
Ryoo, 2011). In the case of these two cooperative situations, each has a
port that is in a metropolitan area with high hinterland traffic and that
requires heavy cargo to be handled by the cooperating port. Therefore,
the benefits are shared by the cargo distribution across both ports. So
what are the factors that make cooperation possible? What are the
terms and conditions for the cooperation to succeed?

From previous specific port literature, port cooperation has been
analyzed. Examples of cooperation include Los Angeles and Long Beach

in North America (Knatz, 2017), Rotterdam, Antwerp, Hamburg,
Bremen and Le Havre in Europe (Klemann, 2017; Martín-Alcalde, Saurí,
& Ng, 2016; Wiegmans & Dekker, 2016), Algeciras, Dover, Calais, and
Tangiers Med in the Mediterranean regions, and finally, Barcelona and
the Tunisian Maritime Authority with several ports in Morocco (Brooks,
McCalla, Palla, & Van der Lugt, 2010; De Langen & Nijdam, 2009). In
this paper, we explore forms, degrees and conditions that enhance co-
operation or make ports unable to cooperate.

Previous research notes that the dominant condition for cooperation
is port geography i.e., location (Notteboom, Ducruet, & De Langen,
2007). This is due to the benefits of sharing physical resources. How-
ever, proximity to market is also a factor in cooperation (Brooks et al.,
2010). However, is physical proximity necessary for cooperation? If
physical proximity is necessary, what are the other conditions of port
cooperation? Are there limitations? What are the motivations, strate-
gies and plans when two ports cooperate? To determine these condi-
tions, we explore the failed cooperation by studying the case of the
Ports of Houston (POH) and Port of Galveston (POG) in Texas. This
paper examines under which conditions port cooperation is successful
or unsuccessful through a management lens using Axelrod's theory of
the evolution of cooperation. Using content analysis methodology, we
explore the case of the 2001 failed merger of the POH and POG, which
continues to plague business between these two ports.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the
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review of the main concepts on cooperation and competition found in
the academic literature on seaports. In Section 3, we highlight the main
development aspects of POH and POG prior to 2001 when the merger
was attempted. In Sections 4 and 5 we present our methodology and the
results of the content analysis, respectively. Finally, the conclusions
summarize our findings and contributions to both academic scholar and
industry practitioners in Section 6.

2. Concepts of cooperation and competition in ports

Seaports can be described as open systems through which cargo
flows. There is the seaside or quayside where the cargo is loaded and
unloaded on the ships, and there is the landside where the cargo is
loaded or unloaded on or by trains, trucks, barges or pipeline. Cargo is
generally stored for a period of time in the port waiting for further
transportation either by water or by land. Therefore, terminals serve as
the throughput to and from sea and land operations.

Analytical models have been used to help make informed decisions
in the management of expenses and assets, and have had a large and
growing role in the planning and execution of port and freight trans-
portation services. Multiple reviews have been published in the last
decade, focusing on the use of operations research models for handling
(containerized) cargo (see, for example, Vis & De Koster, 2003;
Steenken, Voß, & Stahlbock, 2004; Murty, Liu, Wan, & Linn, 2005;
Stahlbock & Voß, 2008; Gorman, Clarke, Gharehgozli, Hewitt, & de
Koster, 2014; Gharehgozli, Roy, & de Koster, 2016; Carlo, Vis, &
Roodbergen, 2014a, 2014b, 2015). A considerable amount of research
on port operations has focused on these models and the need for effi-
ciency.

In order to address port cooperation we must also address compe-
tition between potentially cooperating ports. The literature on port
competition includes using economics methods (like the game theory)
and economic geography instruments to analyze the level and char-
acteristics of port competition. Several of these studies have con-
centrated on examining the container competition (Comtois & Dong,
2007; Fleming, 1989; Fleming & Baird, 1999; Ng, 2006; Song, 2002).
Much of this focus is due to data availability and the mega trend of
cargo containerization (Pallis, Vitsounis, De Langen, & Notteboom,
2011).

In the economics field (Heaver, Meersman, & Van De Voorde, 2001;
Ishii, Lee, Tezuka, & Chang, 2013; Meersman, Van de Voorde, &
Vanelslander, 2010; Wang, Ng, Lam, & Fu, 2012) efficiencies from
economies of scale, profit maximization and cost minimization have
explained both port competition and cooperation. In the geography
field (Notteboom et al., 2007) the focus has been about the terms and
scale of spatial development, the competition created and cooperation
possibilities that could arise from that development. Other research has
examined port competition also from a conceptual frame work of
strategic management point of view using case study methodology
(Brooks et al., 2010; Song, 2002) or have compared cases in Asia,
Europe and USA aiming to give a response to strategic issues in the
future of port cooperation (Mclaughlin & Fearon, 2013).

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) in 1996 conducted a series of empirical case studies with
which UNCTAD developed a typology of port cooperation. Port co-
operation typology includes partnerships, alliances and strategic alli-
ances (UNCTAD, 1996). A partnership includes some of the strongest
ties because there are generally contracts and the other commercial
agreements shared. An alliance tends to include lesser ties. Further, a
strategic alliance focuses on gaining competitive advantages through
cooperation.

According to Brooks et al. (2010), ports can follow either of two
strategies; (1) cooperate with each other or (2) integrate and coordinate
their operations with the hinterland transport networks (see Fig. 1). The
figure shows how cooperation strategy expands the range of ports and
their services along a given coastline and how coordination among the

ports along a given coast line can serve shipping lines and the estab-
lished supply chains.

Brooks et al. (2010) base their conclusion by analyzing 21 different
cases of cooperation involving more than 70 ports on five continents.
They conclude that cooperation may include training, technical ex-
changes, assistance in port management, sharing of information on port
development and environmental programs, the promotion of mutual
logistics business, and the development of common positions at inter-
national forums. Cooperation generally takes place between ports in the
same geographical region with the aim being the joint development of
infrastructure, regional promotion and marketing, common approaches
to environmental issues and enhancement of particular trade corridors.
Cooperation between bigger ports and smaller ones is also frequent.

With the growth in the magnitude of port operations, the relation-
ship between neighboring ports is complex. Frequently, competition
and cooperation occur simultaneously (Brooks et al., 2010; Notteboom
& Winkelmans, 2001). An important motivation for cooperation is the
reciprocal advantage gained by the involved parties. In other words, the
idea of cooperation implies a strategic decision on how to be more ef-
ficient in terms of scale and scope; improved competencies, and gained
positional advantage all of which may pre-empt the need for the ports
to compete. Further, cooperation is a strategy to distribute traffic more
flexibly and to counter market power of shipping lines (Avery, 2000;
Juhel, 2000; UNCTAD, 1996).

Different from the UNCTAD (1996) typology, other researchers find
that cooperation can have many different forms. It can be multi- or
single- function, multi- or single- project and may even reach the form
of co-optation, that is, cooperation with competitors aimed at achieving
benefits that cannot be reached otherwise (Dagnino & Rocco, 2009;
Slack, 1993; Song, 2003). In that case, different entities are both
competitive and complementary units at the same time.

Cooperation can take place at the operational, tactical, or strategic
level (Donselaar & Kolkman, 2010; Van Klink, 1997). At an operational
level, cooperation helps with the daily activities. For example, co-
operation can occur in the logistics of cargo and the training of staff
management. At a tactical level, cooperation serves for the support of
organizational policy such as the handling of port congestion and traffic
across cooperating ports. At a strategic level, cooperation is aimed at
long-term competitive advantage through common product or service
development.

The work from Hidalgo-Gallego, Núñez-Sánchez, and Coto-Millán
(2017) have presented a comprehensive analysis of port competition
and cooperation that uses strategic interaction approaches from in-
dustrial organization and game theory. These authors conclude that the

Fig. 1. Cooperation and coordination in strategic port management.
Source: Brooks et al. (2010).
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game theory models suffer from a simplification of port complexity. For
example, consensus cannot be reach using game theory on port demand
functions.

Fleming and Baird (1999); Jacobs (2007) and Knatz (2017) present
other major factors of influence (beyond the economics) for port co-
operation and competition. Fleming and Baird (1999) mention the POH
and POG and list a set of six influences that explain, “why certain ports
inevitably develop an edge over their adversaries.” They include port
tradition and organization; port accessibility by land and sea; state aids
and their influence on port costs; port productivity; port selection
preferences of carriers and shippers; and comparative locational ad-
vantage. Jacobs (2007) supported by new institutional economics the-
ories has used the structure provision paradigm to investigate the case
of Los Angeles and Long Beach and has concluded that competition
forces are still higher than cooperation. That is, despite the clear ad-
vantages of cooperation, the institutional provisions and the regime
politics make the merger of these two ports impossible. Finally, Knatz
(2017) briefly mentions the POH as one illustration of possible changes
in governance resulting from changes in the market dynamics.

Axelrod (1984) in his book “The Evolution of Cooperation,” ad-
dresses the conditions where cooperation flourishes. It takes a man-
agement perspective rather than the economic perspective typical of
port economic driven research. Cooperation is mostly to occur when all
the following conditions exist:

1. Organizations involved exist in an iterated prisoner's dilemma si-
tuation.

2. Organizations behave strategically.
3. Organization makes decisions in its best interest.
4. Organizations cooperating see it as providing additional benefit to

each organization meaning no one loses at the expense of the other
organization.

5. Organizations reciprocate in activities to benefit the cooperation
agreement.

6. There is no central authority to force the cooperation.
7. Organizations must interact.
8. The benefits to cooperation are fixed.
9. Organizations believe the present is more important than the fu-

ture.
10. Organizations do not need to make rational choices but the choices

are not random.
11. Cooperation occurs between organizations with a memory of his-

tory.

Absent these conditions, Axelrod would contend that cooperation is
unlikely. Before we address if and how the Axelrod conditions fit the
POH and POG merger/cooperation strategy failure we need to address
each port's historical development as a context for the content analysis.
This will lead to the current facts of the failed merger.

3. History of developments in the Ports of Houston and Galveston

This case is chosen due to the high economic impact for the local,
regional and national economies in the USA and Gulf of Mexico. The
Port of Galveston (POG) is one of the largest cruise ports in the United
States. The Port of Houston (POH) is the largest liquid bulk port in the
United States and the busiest waterway in the western hemisphere, with
over 8000 deep-water ship movements supporting the largest petro-
chemical manufacturing complex in the United States (Port of Houston,
2017). These two ports are physically adjacent to each other. According
to Martin Associates (2015), Houston Ship Channel-related businesses
in 2014 contributed 1,174,567 jobs throughout Texas. This activity
helped generate more than $264.9 billion just in statewide economic
impact. Additionally, more than $5 billion in state and local tax rev-
enues were generated by business activities related to the port. Texas
Department of Transportation (2016) reports that Port of Galveston
contributes to 32,569 jobs direct, induced and indirect jobs. Further-
more, the annual economic impact is $7.6 billion. It is estimated that
the activities of port of Galveston generates an estimated $195.6 million
in direct, induced and indirect Texas state and local tax revenue (Martin
Associates, 2017). Table 1 estimates the impacts of these two ports as
reported by Texas Department of Transportation (2016). These esti-
mates illustrate the differences in type of service and cargo handled by
each port and the size difference between them.

Texas' location, geography, and diverse economy offer unique trade
opportunities with other states and countries. Texas ports of entry
contribute to the state and local economies, each in a distinctive way.
As show in Fig. 2, Texas in total has 12 ports on the Gulf of Mexico. By
performing a survey from the 2106 firms active as marine terminal
operators, service providers, railroads, port tenants, etc. at each of these
ports, Martin Associates (2016) report that in 2015, cargo activity at the
public and private marine terminals located at the 12 Texas ports
supported 5,067,776 direct, induced, indirect and related jobs in the
United States, of which 1,561,870 were created Texas. Furthermore,
marine cargo activity at the Texas ports is $1.2 trillion that is about
6.4% of the U.S. GDP. Of this total economic value, $368.7 billion of
total economic activity remains in Texas. Finally, a total of $68.8 billion

Table 1
Texas commercial port Profiles.

Port Classification Channel Depth (ft.) Tonnage Handled Economic Impact Number of vesselsa

Texas deep draft commercial ports
Port of Orange Niche 30 817,773 $ 41.3 million NA
Port of Beaumont Comprehensive 40 87,283,716 $122.2 million 400
Port of Port Arthur Specialized 40 36,669,609 $128 million 1183
Port of Houston Comprehensive 45 239,311,317 $264.9 billion 230,927
Port of Texas City Specialized 40–45 47,884,949 $919.5 million NA
Port of Galveston Comprehensive 45 10,669,437 $3.06 billion 912
Port Freeport Comprehensive 45 22,883,000 $46.2 billion 800
Calhoun Port Authority Specialized 36 11,257,626 $7 billion 1033
Port of Corpus Christi Comprehensive 45 103,478,088 $13.1 billion 7600
Port Isabel Niche 36 50,000 $85.6 million 100
Port of Brownsville Specialized 42 7,149,036 $2 billion 1140

Texas shallow-draft commercial ports
Cedar Bayou Niche 11 NA NA NA
Port of Bay City Niche 12 2,014,623 NA NA
Port of Palacios Niche 12 $41.2 million
Port of Victoria Specialized 12 6,986,985 $6.6 billion 5711
Port of West Calhoun Niche 12 NA NA NA
Port of Harlingen Niche 12 900,000 $19.3 million 218

a Including barge/tug calls. Source: Texas Department of Transportation, 2016.
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of federal, state, and local tax revenue in the U.S. is generated by the
maritime activity at the public and private terminals in the state of
Texas.

The POG started in 1831 when the Mexican Congress declared it a
port and created a customs house to serve as a customs entry point. In
1835, POG became the home point to the Texas Navy, and in 1837,
became a port of entry in to the Republic of Texas. In 1889, the US
Congress approved improvements to POG to bolster trade. Through the
end of the 19th century, POG was the largest port in Texas and had a
monopoly on trade into the state. POG, next to the Port of New York,
was one of the largest ports in the Unites States welcoming passengers
and cargo from all over the world. In 1940, the citizens of Galveston
voted to take ownership of the port and the POG became known as
Galveston Wharves. In 1951 POG had a national record for exports. The
1970s also brought a period of growth. In 1984, the Port of Galveston
recorded its highest tonnage volume in its history. By the 1990s the
POG grew into an international port with the development of the cruise
industry. In 2000, the POG broke ground on a $10 million renovation of
the Texas Cruise Ship terminal and doubled its cruise industry business
by attracting companies such as Carnival Cruise Lines. However, the
POG was desperate for capital. Today, POG sitting on the mouth of
Houston Ship Channel (see Fig. 3) has an annual traffic of 912 vessels,
as reported by Texas Department of Transportation (2016).

Toward the end of the 19th century, business leaders in Houston
tried to convince the United States Congress to dredge a deep-water
ship channel through the Bay of Galveston, approximately 56miles.
When the Hurricane of 1900 (regionally known as Great Storm of 1900)
hit the city of Galveston and its port was devastated, the POH became a
viable alternative to the POG. Then U.S. Representative Tom Ball sug-
gested that Houston and the federal government share the expenditure
through a “Public Private Partnership (PPP)” for this mega project. It

took 12 years for approval, and dredging commenced in 1912. (Port of
Houston, 2017).

In 1914, the Houston Channel was completed and POH was opened.
After World War II, the Port of Houston's shipbuilding and petro-
chemical industries grew in importance. In 1948, the city of Houston,
through annexation of the adjacent land surrounding the POH, helped
to further strengthen the port. In 1964, U.S. President Johnson was
present at the POH's 50th Anniversary, which was a mile stone to create
more dock space. After that point, the POH experienced rapid growth
through the 1970s, enhanced by the growth in the energy sector. By the
1980s, the POH was the 3rd largest port in the United States (in terms of
volume) moving over 80million tons of cargo per year. The POH ex-
perienced an economic downturn with the oil crisis in the mid-1980s
and again beginning in 2001 with 9–11 event and several company
bankruptcies including Enron, headquartered in Houston.

The POH, currently the largest port in Texas, is governed by of a
seven-member Port Commission with the Executive Director im-
plementing administrative duties and leading the officers of upper
management of the Port Authority.

From this brief historical review, both ports (Galveston and
Houston) developed a response to trade, that is, their level of sophis-
tication in operation are derived from the economic development and
international trade mix in the region (Mileski, Galvão, & Von Zharen,
2016). The most recent attempt to merge these two ports occurred in
2001. This was driven by POG's need for capital. POG was on the verge
of bankruptcy. It was defeated by a vote of the citizens of Galveston
(Port of Galveston, 2017a). Although officials at both ports had por-
trayed as mutually beneficial, many Galveston locals regarded the
proposal as little more than a giveaway to Houston. The result was
57.2% of the vote opposed and 42.8 in favor, according to unofficial
final tallies, and a defeat for the merger (Moran, 2001). After the vote,
POH extended its container handling capacity by extending the current
Barbours Cut container terminal and constructing the Bayport Con-
tainer Terminal. On the other hand, POG continued by focusing on the
cruise industry and receiving more roll-on roll-off (RORO) vessels.

Fig. 4 shows the amount and type of cargoes handled in the past
decade by these two ports. The cargo types are shown by the bars with
the associated values on the primary vertical axis, whereas the grand
total is shown by the solid line with the corresponding values on the
secondary vertical axis. Table 2 shows the number cruise ships handled
in POG in recent years.

4. Content analysis: methodology and results

In this section, we first discuss our methodology and then we focus
on our findings.

4.1. Methodology

We look at the qualitative data taken from the facts that took place
on year 2001 regarding the merger proposal and the ultimate defeat of
that proposal. Since most people who were the main decision makers in
the two ports during the merger proposal time period are now gone or
retired, we apply the techniques of content analysis to fulfill our re-
search objectives.

According to Weber (1990) content analysis techniques have several
definitions. “For example, Stone et al. (1966:5) state: content analysis is
any research technique for making inferences by systematically and objec-
tively identifying specified characteristics within text.” (Weber, 1990, p.
82). Martins and Theophilo (2009) argue that content analysis works
predominantly with text contents, but is not only limited to the given
information in the text body, but also to the authors' motivations and
intentions in the given context. Through content analysis, it is possible
to reveal the focus of an individual or group activity in the phenomena
under investigation. The validation of content analysis as method relays
not on the researchers' interpretation of this information, but on its

Fig. 2. Ports in Texas.
Source: Texas Port Association (2017).
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Fig. 3. Port of Houston, Port of Galveston, and Houston Ship Channel.
Source: Port of Houston (2017).

Number of ships in the Port of Houston Deadweight tonnage handled in the Port of 

Houston

Number of ships in the Port of Galveston Deadweight tonnage handled in the Port of 

Galveston

Fig. 4. Cargo handled in the Ports of Houston and Galveston
Source: Port of Galveston (2017b) and Port of Houston (2017).
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reproducible features, that is, other researchers following the same
steps of key words search and categorizing will come to the same re-
sults.

Given the various techniques of content analysis available, for the
research design of this case we have considered customizing the method
based on three main criteria. First, is the data availability; second is the
information accessibility; and third the context of phenomena. The first
challenge is data availability and the fact the POH and POG are public
entities does not make the information automatically available to the
public, so we had to find additional sources rather than just rely on the
reports available through the two ports authorities. Reports from the
ports on the failure merger were slanted toward each port's vision of
what happened. A dispassionate source was needed. The second chal-
lenge, information accessibility, led to the selection among several
documents, which had the highest potential of meaningful content in-
formation about the two ports merge in a given period of time. To
overcome the third challenge, context of phenomena, we worked within
a specific timeframe so that we could be able to capture the context in
which our phenomena took place. Considering these main challenges in
data gathering, when searching at the database named “News Bank” the
newspapers showing a high number of articles on the potential merger
were “The Daily News (Galveston County)” and the “Houston
Chronicle.” Therefore, our choice was to analyze these publications of
two newspapers, which presented a consistent coverage of the facts
during 2001.

The second step of content analysis is the keyword selection. We
chose the following words to select from the text: “Port of Galveston
merger,” “Port of Houston merger,” and “Port of Galveston and Port of
Houston Merger.” These words/phrases represent the significant event
of proposed merger and cooperation of the two ports.

The third step of the content analysis methodology is the classifi-
cation of articles by argument. We review the article on the port merger
proposal for the entire time period. Articles which address the reason
for and against the merger are carefully analyzed. Further, articles ex-
plaining reasons for the defeat are also reviewed carefully.

The fourth step of the content analysis is the classification of articles
by rationale in the argument. We reviewed the selected articles further
by classifying some of the causes of failure. We also analyzed discus-
sions of missing actions by decision makers that would potentially have
led to a successful merger.

The final step is to analyze the results. We fully analyze and report
the results in Section 4.2 of this paper. Further, we report the gen-
eralizability and implications for all port managers.

The research has then followed the 5 steps shown in Fig. 5.

4.2. Results

We searched the Galveston Daily News and the Houston Chronicle
during the year 2001 by the keywords of “Port of Galveston merger”,
“Port of Houston merger”, and “Port of Galveston and Port of Houston
Merger.” Considering the newspapers' relevance for local news cov-
erage and the context in which the voting took place, we have decided
to use their results as our documents for content analyzing. The search
was framed in the calendar year 2001, as it was the year that the final
vote that defeated the merger proposal took place. Few articles coming
from other publications were considered due to their national relevance
(for example, Journal of Commerce and New York Times). Then we
reviewed and classified the contents of the articles with regards to the
proposed merger between the Port of Galveston and the Port of
Houston: for (positive to the merge); against (negative to the merge)
and neutral to the merge.

Table 3 shows the results for this first round of analysis. We can see
a relatively balanced number among the three arguments. It is im-
portant to say that the articles classified as neutral were so considered
as they had both contents positive and negative about the merger. On
Table 4 the results are broken down by publication, which also gives a
sense of balance between the two main publications. That is important
to avoid possible bias in the results, for example, if one side has more
articles than the other does. However, it is not assumed here that the
publication “Houston Chronicle” would have more articles “for” than
“against.”

We then have analyzed the contents of each article in regards to the
rationale of the argument. This classification resulted in six categories
as follows:

• Economic: Using arguments that include monetary values, such as
land prices, debt payoffs etc.

• Political: Has some political aspect such as raising money through a
PAC.

• Historical: Using past thoughts and feelings to persuade to continue
the same practices that have happened for years.

• Informative: Includes information such as facts and figures, locations
and contact information in order to receive more information.

• Multiple: When there is no one strong tone in the article and many
approaches are used.

• Unspecified: Used when there is no discernable tone in the article

Table 2
Cargo and vessel types at Port of Galveston.
Source: Port of Galveston (2017b).

Fiscal Year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

Total operating revenue $24,767,493.00 $24,482,964.00 $424,843,317.00 $24,678,500.00 $20,870,753.00
Ship Calls - Total 912 803 774 1078 944
Cargo ships 317 325 361 389 365
Cruise ships 179 174 152 152 142
Lays and Rigs 96 96 108 91 98
Barges (cargo) 6 5 7 11 11
Barges (lay) 229 117 62 86 90
Research vessels 85 86 84 349 238
Cruise Passengers - Total 1,208,802 1,207,214 920,615 869,347 788,931
Embark 604,994 604,272 459,448 434,524 394,640
Debark 603,808 602,942 461,167 434,823 394,291
Cruise Revenue - Total $12,281,772 $11,528,934 $9,132,044.00 $8,350,881.00 $7,639,322.00

Fig. 5. The steps of the content analysis
methodology.
Source: The Authors.
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All the articles either for or against the port merger came from The
Daily News in Galveston County and the Houston Chronicle. This was
expected since the Houston-Galveston area would have had the largest
impact because of the location of the merger. Of the articles reviewed it
was found that the majority of articles reviewed were either for the
merger proposal or neutral. Most neutral articles were more in-
formative in nature giving facts and opinions from both sides of the
argument. There were also neutral articles written after the results of
the vote explaining the result of the vote. An economic or informative
tone was found in the majority of articles. Arguments against the
merger used historical appeals to prevent the POG being absorbed by
the POH. There were also political arguments against the merger since
there were concerns with zoning issues regarding parts of Galveston
Island that would be owned by the POH. Table 5 presents a summary of
these results. We can see that even with a larger number of articles for
the merger (13 articles in total) and with the predominant argument
relying on economic facts, the citizens of Galveston voted against the
merge. Why did this happen? The fifth step of the methodology, to
analyze the results, is based on the Axelrod assumptions for cooperation
that are discussed in the next section. On Table 6, we present some
citations of the articles as illustration for the argument classification we
did.

5. Analysis of results

In this section, we address the case using the ten required Axelrod
conditions of cooperation to analyze why the cooperation/merger
failed under this theory. The verification of conditions is based on the
information retrieved from the newspapers' articles and from ports' web
pages. The voting public appears to have been well informed on the
various arguments, which integrated the explanation of the conditions
below. However, the public response (the vote to defeat the merger) as
reported in the media focuses on mainly on the third through seventh

and the eleventh conditions. So, the public was well informed about the
lack of the conditions and this was reflected in the vote. We further
verify our findings with interviews by available former board members
of both POH and POG.

The first condition is that the organizations involved in a co-
operative effort exist in an iterated prisoner's dilemma situation. In a
port situation, this means the ports would be competing for the same
customers, all competitors would react and generally match quickly to
any strategy provided by another port, and generally the ports would be
of similar size. In this case, the two ports do not share customers or
strategies and are different sizes. The POG is much smaller and tried to
attract whatever cargo they could get whereas the POH is the largest
port in the United States and transports bulk cargo.

The second condition is that the organizations behave strategically.
This means that ports would have a strategy for future operations. At
the time of the proposed merger, the POH had a strategic plan (Port of
Galveston, 2015). However, the POG was in need of capital and had no
particular plan. Its plan was merely survival. Survival is not necessarily
a strategy.

The third condition is that the organizations make decisions in their
best interests. Each port has a different governance structure. The POH
has a separate board of commissioners with a taxing structure dedicated
to the port. The commissioners make all major decisions for the port.
Since the board of commissioners is a dedicated and separate body, it
appears that decisions are made in the best interest of POH. However,
the POG's governance is under the City of Galveston so, the elected local
officials who are often at odds with the port managers make decisions.
Therefore, many of the decisions made are not in the best interest of the
port. Therefore, the third condition is not met.

The fourth condition is that the organizations cooperating see it as
providing additional benefit to each organization meaning, no one loses
at the expense of the other organization. Therefore, when ports co-
operate they receive benefits such as customers, which they would not
receive without the cooperation agreement. As the content analysis
shows, the POG stakeholders perceived that no additional work would
be gained to the port, and in fact, POG may lose work. Further, the
governance of the new merged organization was not communicated to
the stakeholders, which added to the perceived lack of fair benefits to
POG. The information shared with the stakeholders which would have
been needed to change the perception did not occur so whether there
were actual benefits was irrelevant. Perception became reality with the
defeat of proposal.

The fifth condition is that the organizations reciprocate in activities
to benefit the cooperation agreement. For example, cooperating ports
would join in security or safety assets to benefits all. In the case of this
potential merger, POH would receive access to the mouth of the
Galveston Bay and a deeper waterway, and POG was looking for capital
from POH. It appears that this condition may be met.

The sixth condition is that there is no central authority to force the
cooperation. This is true in United States ports. Each port is under the
jurisdiction of the local authorities such as a city or a commission of a
county or counties. In the case of POH and POG, Galveston is under the
jurisdiction of the city of Galveston, and Houston is under the jur-
isdiction of a commission of several counties bordering the port.
Further, the Texas Department of Transportation and the US Coast
Guard has some authority over traffic issues but does not have a central
authority coordinating the efforts and activities of the ports. Therefore,
this condition is not met.

The seventh condition is that organizations who wish to cooperate
must interact prior to the proposed cooperation agreement. In port
operations, this is generally not true. However, geographically the POG
sits at the mouth of Galveston Bay. The majority of Galveston Bay is
part of the POH. However, the interaction between the ports is one of
traffic flow and proximity not meaningful operational interaction.
There are no other noted interactions. This condition may somewhat be
met.

Table 3
Summary of Articles regarding the proposed merger of the Port of Houston and the Port of
Galveston (by argument, 2001).

For Against Neutral Total

13 11 11 37

Table 4
Summary of Articles regarding the proposed merger of the Port of Houston and the Port of
Galveston (by publication, 2001).

Name of Publications For Against Neutral Total Number of Articles
reviewed

The Daily News (Galveston
County)

9 8 4 21

Houston Chronicle 4 3 6 13
Journal of Commerce 0 0 2 2
New York Times 0 0 1 1
Total 13 11 13 37

Table 5
Summary of Articles regarding the proposed merger of the Port of Houston and the Port of
Galveston (by rationale in the argument, 2001).

Reason For Against Neutral Total

Economic 10 6 9 25
Political 1 2 0 3
Historical 0 2 0 2
Informative 2 0 3 5
Multiple 0 0 1 1
Unspecified 0 1 0 1
Total 13 11 13 37
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The eighth condition is that the benefits to cooperation are fixed.
Again, this is generally not true in port operations. In the case of the
POH and POG merger, the benefits appear to favor Galveston with
additional capital to continue existing operations. No expansion was
anticipated making the benefits fixed. Therefore, this condition appears
to be met.

The ninth condition is that the organizations believe the present is
more important than the future. For ports, often long term strategy is
missing due to a lack of resources. In the United States, only 50% of the
Harbor Tax collected to benefit port infrastructure is returned to the
ports. The rest of the tax goes into general revenue of the federal
government. In the POH and POG case, the lack of resources by POG
creates a survival mode strategy. POG has no vision of the future at the
time of the merger. Subsequent to the failed merger, POG now has a
strategy that attracts cruise shipping to the port.

The tenth condition is that the organizations do not need to make
rational choices but the choices are not random. This can be true where
ports take the first best choice rather than the best choice. In the case of
the POH and POG merger, cooperation is the best immediate choice for
POG due to the need of new capital rather than pursuing a strategy such
as attracting new customers. What turned out to be the best choice of
strategy for POG is the cruise line business.

Finally, the last condition is that cooperation occurs between

organizations with a memory of history. In the case of the POH and the
POG there is a long history which determined the very initial existence
of the POH due to the devastations of hurricanes in Galveston. Their
developments are tied together through history. This condition clearly
exists in this proposed merger.

The fact is that the conditions required to have cooperation flourish
were largely absent in the case of the POH and POG merger. Therefore,
it would appear that the cooperation was doomed to fail under the
theory of Axelrod (1984). In this sense, what would be a better strategy
than merger and acquisition for each of these ports? The answer seems
to be about the kind of strategies that these ports are now following. As
matter of fact, the business literature has used different models and
schemes (Barney, 1991; Dunning, 1993; Porter, 1980) to demonstrate
how firms compete aiming ultimately to survive long-term in the
market place. In the recent port literature, port regionalization
(Notteboom & Rodrigue, 2005) and port terminalization (Rodrigue &
Notteboom, 2009) were identified and two main trends in port business
strategy to address how ports have adapted their strategies to be more
integrated with the supply chains and serving the regions where they
are located. In any case, the strategy adopted by a firm implies direct
competition. In the analysis we conducted for the case of POH and POH
we see that the concept of merging was clearly an attempt to overcome
a competition scenario and take advantage of efficiencies that would

Table 6
Citations from the News Papers as illustration for the arguments classification.

Position Argument Citation (Headline and text part) Sourcea

For Economic Merger would give island muscle:
“Key terms:

• $30 million from Houston to Galveston over 10 years.

• Piers 19–22 and Newpark Shipbuilding to remain under control of Galveston.

• All revenue generated in Galveston to stay in Galveston for 10 years.

• Galveston to have one representative on Houston Port Commission, an eight-member body. William Miller, a
community activist, repeated a question that surfaced at a port meeting last week: ‘What will happen to the
name Port of Galveston after 10 years? Is there some way Houston can accommodate that issue?’ asked Miller.
Under the terms of the merger, the city could keep the name up to 10 years. After that time, there are no
provisions for what the name would be.”

Galveston Daily News, 08/15/01,
Front Page.

For Economic Houston commission endorses port merger: “Port of Houston Authority commissioners Tuesday unanimously
approved the terms of a merger with the Port of Galveston, taking another step toward creation of the largest port
on the Gulf Coast. Officials from both ports have been negotiating for two years to get to this point. Last week,
Port of Galveston officials agreed to the terms of the deal. Up next will be a vote by Galveston's city council and
voters. (…) Terms of the deal include the Port of Houston investing $30 million over the next 10 years for
improvements to the island port and assuming about $16 million of its debt.”

Houston Chronicle, 05/23/01.

Against Historical Now is the time to get involved, Galveston: “The thought, however, of Houston or any city controlling our
already suffering port with promises of grandeur (or simple elimination of competition) should raise the eyebrows
of even the most slumbering Galvestonian.”

Galveston Daily News, 01/20/01,
Section D

Against Political Port merger only has best for Houston in mind: “Don't you have to stop and wonder why the Port of Houston
Authority really wants your port? Politically, what will it do for the Port of Houston Authority? Financially, what
will it do for the POHA? Whatever their reasons for wanting your port, trust in the fact that it has nothing to do
with what is best for Galveston. It only has to do with what is best for Houston and their political cronies and
financial powerhouses therein.”

Galveston Daily News, 06/20/01,
page A9.

Against Economic Merger foes urge isle city to remedy port's woes: “Opponents waged a bitter battle, calling the merger a
‘giveaway’ and warning that Houston port officials were not out to do Galveston any favors. Many opponents
predicted that a merger would actually reduce the amount of shipping tying up at Galveston's wharves.”

Houston Chronicle, 12/20/01,
Section: A Page: 31

Against Historical With Houston port merger dead, what now, opponents? “The measure's opponents had their reasons for
organizing the vote against a merger between the Houston and Galveston ports, and some anti-Houston sentiment
might have been one of them. It will be interesting to see now what those naysayers will propose as an
alternative. Some say that it is, in fact, incumbent upon those folks to come up with some specifics about how
they propose to spare the Galveston waterfront from further decline and the deep debt that it must overcome.”

Houston Chronicle, 12/23/01, page
2.

Neutral Informative Port of Galveston: “A major issue, requiring extensive research, has been a method to meld two structurally
different governmental entities. Months of due diligence and study have included the review of more than 24,500
documents including agreements, surveys, deeds, title records, licenses, litigation, environmental documentation,
financial records, easements, insurance policies, licenses and other reports. The proposed merger includes the
combination of assets and liabilities, merging of employee benefits plans, reissuance of debt, and assignment of
leases, contracts and licenses.”

Galveston Daily News, 05/13/01,
A13

Neutral Informative Galveston sets election on Houston port merger: “The boards of the two ports worked more than two years on
a merger, a concept kicked around for at least 30 years. Some residents fear a merger would cost the city money
and jobs. However, income to the city from portions of the waterfront over which Galveston will maintain control
is projected to increase from about $120,000 to more than $1 million a year, Quiroga said. In addition, the Port of
Houston has agreed to pay off about $2 million in bond debt.”

Houston Chronicle, 10/19/01, Page
33

a Please refer to the Appendix A to see the full reference details.
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occur with the merge. As we have demonstrated this has not happened
because voters at Galveston recognized that they were not in a purely
competition with POH, the two ports were already very different. So,
the situation was much more a matter of port choice. That is, customers
using services at POG were choosing it for different reasons than those
going to POH. Therefore, outside a competition mind-set and by ex-
ploring these differences, it was possible for both ports to flourish their
business without merging.

POG is focused specifically on the cruise market, whereas POH is
focus on handling cargo including oil, gas, chemicals, as well as con-
tainers. For POG, it sits on the Gulf of Mexico where as POH is 50miles
further up the channel. Passengers are willing to come to Galveston to
have direct access to blue water instead of wasting some hours sailing
through the Houston Ship Channel. With over 1.67 million cruise pas-
senger movements in 2015, POG is the fourth largest cruise port in
North America in terms of passenger volume, and the seventh busiest
cruise port in the world (Port of Galveston, 2015). According to Martin
Associates (2017), in 2015, 232 cruise vessel calls were recorded at
POG, carrying 834,616 embarking passengers. Further, POG has several
major cruise lines including Carnival Cruise Lines, Disney Cruise Line
and Royal Caribbean International. It is important to note that these are
all cruise calls by homeported vessels in contrast to in-transit calls. The
key difference between an in-transit call and a homeport call is the fact
that a vessel homeporting will take on passengers and supplies at the
Port of Galveston, while a vessel making an intermediate in-transit call
typically does not take on or discharge passengers and neither does the
vessel take on supplies from local charterers and caterers, or use local
services such as advertising, maintenance and repair, linen services, etc.
Hence, a call by a homeported vessel will generate a greater economic
impact than an in-transit call (Lekakou, Pallis, & Vaggelas, 2009). Fi-
nally, homeporting has a huge impact on the hospitality business in
Galveston since cruisers usually arrive a day or two before. Galveston is
also served by two international airports, George Bush Intercontinental
Airport and William P. Hobby Airport.

Different from POG, which is located on an island, POH is better
connected at the landside. Cargo can be easily forwarded to all over the
United States as soon as it arrives at Houston. Because of this hinterland
advantage, cargo can more easily move out of POH. The choice of
strategy to move a variety of cargo seems a good strategy.

6. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the unique case of attempted cooperation be-
tween the POH and POG. We discuss the merger attempt in 2001. The
conditions are shown to lack favorability for cooperation. So, each port
has adopted a new strategy that each services different market sectors.

POG has focused mainly on the cruise industry whereas POH has be-
come one of the major cargo ports in the world.

The case facts analyzed under the strategic management lenses
supported by the Axelrod (1984) show that the lack of conditions for
cooperation by POH and POG resulted in no cooperation. Thus, the
economic efficiencies were not enough to pave the cooperation road
between these two ports. On the contrary, the individual economic
value of these ports separately operating has contributed to set them
apart and look for independent strategies in total different customer
bases.

Now, almost 16 years after this merge attempt, we ask ourselves;
have conditions changed such that the ports come together to a co-
operation agreement? Since conditions have not changed we would
anticipated that a rare chance of a cooperation agreement among these
ports exists.

Future research can be carried out in several directions. First of all,
it is interesting to investigate whether cooperation can have any im-
pacts on the current strategy that the ports are following. In fact, one
can study whether these ports would have followed their respective
strategies, if the merger had happened. Further, can strategy change
conditions such as to promote cooperation?

In a different line of research, it is essential to study whether co-
operation may have a positive impact on resiliency. Approximately
every 15 years a strong hurricane strikes the northern six coastal
counties of Texas. The most recent hurricanes to damage the
Houston–Galveston region are Harvey in 2017, a Category 4 hurricane,
and Ike in 2008, a Category 2 with a Category 4 surge hurricane, that is
estimated to have reached over 27 ft high and 52miles inland. Ike has
caused over $30 billion in direct damage and claiming over 100 lives in
the evacuation alone. Harvey is estimated to have caused $200 billion
in damage and 91 confirmed deaths. To protect the area, the “Ike Dike”
project has been proposed by Texas A&M University at Galveston, with
an estimated price tag of $10 billion. The construction of a floodgate
would keep the surging water of the Gulf of Mexico out of Galveston
bay and a 60 mile long seawall along the coast would provide the first
line of defense. However, it takes time before that the consensus is
realized and the project is achieved. Right now, these ports must plan a
strategy with comprehensive resilience and that may impact the con-
ditions of a potential future merger.
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Appendix A. Individual Article Classification (by rationale in the each argument)

Reason For Against Neutral Total

Economic 8,11,14,19, 20,21, 22,23,25, 26 24,31, 32, 34, 35, 36 3, 7, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28, 30 25
Political 13 1,12 3
Historical 2,33 2
Informative 10, 29 4, 5, 6 5
Multiple 37 1
Unspecified 27 1
Total 13 11 13 37

1 Elder, Laura (2001, January 7th) Let's make a deal City wants control of waterfront. The Daily News, p. 1 and A10.
2 Liberato, George (2001, January 21st) Now is the time to get involved, Galveston. The Daily News, p. D1.
3 (2001, January 23rd) Port mergers brokers to discuss issues today. The Daily News, p. A6.
4 (2001, February 23rd) Wharves board chairman says port talks are near. The Daily News, p. A6.
5 (2001, February 24th) Wharves board to consider port merger. The Daily News, p. A9.
6 Moore, Katherine D. (2001, May 13th) Port of Galveston. The Daily News, p. A13.
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7 Hensel, Bill Jr. (2001, May 14th) Houston, Galveston Ports to Merge. JOC.com. Retrieved from http://joc.com.
8 (2001, May 15th) Galveston board gives backing to plan advancing port merger. Houston Chronicle, p. 1 retrieved from http://www.chron.com/
business/article/Galveston-board-gives-backing-to-plan-advancing-2046407.php.

9 Moreno, Jenalia (2001, May 21st) Port of Houston Authority to vote on merger. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://www.chron.com/
business/article/Port-of-Houston-Authority-to-vote-on-merger-2026886.php.

10 Moreno, Jenalia (2001, May 22nd) Port of Houston votes to merge with Galveston port. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://www.chron.
com/business/article/ort-o-Houston-votes-to-merge-with-Galveston-port-202070.php.

11 Moreno, Jenalia (2001, May 23rd) Houston commission endoreses port merger. Houston Chronicle, p. 1 retrieved from http://www.chron.com/
business/article/Houston-commission-endorses-port-merger-2014156.php.

12 Laake, Karen (2001, June 20th) Port merger only has best for Houston in mind. The Daily News, p. A9.
13 (2001, June 27th) PAC forms to support proposed port merger. The Daily News, p. A6.
14 Massey, Richard (2001, August 15th) Houston port official: Merger would give island muscle. The Daily News, p. 1.
15 15Moran, Kevin (2001, September 20th) Galveston council to discuss port merger terms. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://newsbank.

com.
16 16Staff (2001, September 21st) Council delays setting port merger referendum. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://newsbank.com.
17 17Hensel, Bill Jr. (2001, October 18th) Galveston Slates DEC. 18 Vote on Houston Merger. JOC.com. retrieved from http://joc.com.
18 18Moran, Kevin (2001, October 19th) Galveston sets election on Houston port merger. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://newsbank.com.
19 (2001, October 31st) Regionalization will Revitalize Our Port, Create Livable Wage Jobs for Galvestonians and Strengthen Galveston's Economy.

The Daily News, p. C3.
20 (2001, November 22nd) The Port Proposal: The Galveston City Council offers its thoughts on the pending vote. The Daily News, p. A30.
21 Thompson, Carter (2001, December 2nd) Experts: Merger could help both Ports. The Daily News, p. A11.
22 Zamora, Gilbert Jr. (2001, December 4th) $1.3 Million a Year for the City. The Daily News, p. A11.
23 Schattel, Donald (2001, December 12th) Port merger important for isle growth. The Daily News, p. A12.
24 Killebrew, Charles (2001, December 13th) Vote No, go back to table for new deal. The Daily News, p. 14.
25 Edmonds, Jim (2001, December 14th) Merger will Grow Galveston's Economy. The Daily News, p. B9.
26 Tillotson, Dolph (2001, December 14th) The Reasons Why: The Top 10 reasons The Daily News endorses the port merger. The Daily News, p.

A14.
27 (2001, December 15th) The Port Vote: Here's what readers are saying about the port merger. The Daily News, p. A12.
28 (2001, December 18th) Galvestonians Reject Port Merger. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://www.mplainview.com/news/article/

Galvestonians-eject-ort-erger-8737907.php.
29 Staff (2001, December 18th) Isle will vote on port's fate today. Houston Chronicle, p.22 retrieved from http://newsbank.com.
30 Moran, Kevin (2001, December 19th) Galveston port merger rejected. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://www.chron.com/news/houston-

texas/article/Galveston-port-merger-rejected-2072813.php.
31 Moran, Kevin (2001, December 19th) Isle voters reject port merger Backers challenge foes to devise plan. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from

http://newsbank.com.
32 Hanson, Eric (2001, December 20th) Merger foes urge isle city to remedy port's woes. Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://newsbank.com.
33 Staff (2001, December 23rd) IN GALVESTON With Houston port merger dead, what now, opponents? Houston Chronicle. Retrieved from http://

newsbank.com.
34 Cahill, Chris (2001, December 23rd) Port deal was an ‘act of desperation’. The Daily News, p. A13.
35 LaPaugh, Ralph A. (2001, December 23rd) Port merger defeat a victory for the fat cats. The Daily News, p. A13.
36 Warren, Jesse (2001, December 23rd) Citizens passed up a good deal in merger. The Daily News, p. A13.
37 Yardley, Jim (2001, December 28th) Galveston Journal; Port Deal Is Rejected As History Weighs In. The New York Times. Retrieved from http://

www.nytimes.com/2001/12/28/us/galveston-journal-port-deal-is-rejected-as-history-weighs-in.html?mcubz=1.
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